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One of the biggest issues facing the world now is the COVID-19 

epidemic. Since there was neither a specific treatment nor a specific 

vaccine at the time, various pharmaceutical companies—particularly 

Indian pharmaceutical companies—started developing an effective 

COVID-19 vaccine. There are many different types of vaccines, 

including those based on DNA, mRNA, R-DNA technology, proteins, 

and inactivated viruses-based vaccines. These vaccines are all made by 

an Indian pharmaceutical business. Following the development, the 

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), the Drug Controller 

General of India (DCGI), the Food and Drug Administration, and the 

WHO approved the use of the vaccine for clinical trials and 

emergencies. After three trials, an Indian-made vaccine shows high 

efficacy. The fundamental function of the vaccine is to activate CD8+ 

cytotoxic T-cells and trigger B-cell clone growth. Lead cytogeneses IL-

5 and IL-4 promote IgG antibodies, which strengthen our protection 

against COVID-19 and its variations. 
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Introduction:- 
COVID-19 initially appears in the Chinese city of Wuhan. COVID-19 caused severe acute respiratory syndrome 

coronavirus-2 (SARS-COV-2) with 192 million cases and 4.1 million deaths worldwide. COVID-19 causes 

infections for more than three days and asymptomatic infections for three weeks. COVID-19 originally appeared 

about 2020, at a time when no specific therapy was available, thus various old vaccination treatments and antiviral 

medicines such as remdesivir, lopinavir, dexamethasone, and ritonavir were employed; nevertheless, effective 

treatment and drugs are recommended [1-7]. 

 

SARS-COV-2 spike protein (S) S1 subunits binds with ACE-2 Angiotension conversion enzyme-2 identical site 

receptor binding sites also known as receptor binding site (RBS) in SARS-COV-2 host cells. The host 

transmembrane serine-2 (TMPRSS2) and host endosomal cytosine proteases cathepsins B and L (cat B/L) were then 

activated [1,4,5]. MERS-CoV (an older variant of SARS-CoV-2 that utilized dipeptidyl peptidase or DPP4 as the 

host receptor) may be beneficial in the creation of an effective vaccine against SARS-CoV-2 utilising any of the 

existing vaccine production platforms. 

 

To create a vaccine, first, select an immunomodulatory drug and then include antibodies from COVID-19 patients. 

There are different type (fig-1) of vaccine like a Protein-based vaccinations, RNA-based vaccines, DNA-based 

vaccines, non-replicating vaccines, vaccines that imitate viruses, and R-DNA-based vaccines are available. [3, 6, 9]. 
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Zycov-D is a DNA technology-based vaccine manufactured by Zydus Cadila of India. It is administered in a single 

dose and has shown overall good efficacy in clinical results. Zycov-D vaccination demonstrated 94% efficacy 

against COVID-19 in individuals aged 16 to 60. ZYCOV-D vaccine is a DNA plasmid (E.coli plasmid) vaccination 

that encodes spike protein. These plasmids include unmethylated patterns, which improve immunostimulatory 

characteristics [8]. A vaccine is administered intravenously using a spring powered injection [9] because vaccine 

requires traversing the cell's plasma membrane and nuclear membrane [10]. 

 

COVISHIELD is a recombinant DNA technology-based vaccine and is manufactured by the serum instate of India. 

A vaccine made from replication-deficient chimpanzee adenovirus vector encoding the SARS-CoV-2 Spike (S) 

glycoprotein.  A vaccine is an effect in the genetic material of the part of coronavirus is expressed which stimulates 

an immune response. Vaccines showed good clinical outcomes 67% (95% (CI): 57%-94%) and after the second 

dose, 100% (72-100%) prevent COVID-19 infarction [12].     

 

COVAXIN is manufacture by BHARAT BIOTECH by using whole-virion inactivated vero-cells derived platform 

technology. According to the clinical outcomes after the second dose, COVAXIN is 93% effective against COVID-

19. Alhydroxiquim-II, a vaccine adjuvant, is used in conjunction with the vaccination to enhance the immune 

response and offer longer-lasting protection [14]. 

 

COVAVAX is created utilizing recombinant DNA technology and the baculovirus expression system, and insect 

cells are derived from old cells. NOVAVAX, the new name for COVAVAX, is created by employing a protein that 

closely resembles the viral version S spike protein. According to their testing, COVVAX made using serum institute 

in India is more than 90% efficient [15]. 
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Fig 1:- Is describe all Indian vaccine in details and against COVID-19 variants. 
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Method:- 
This systematic review reported all clinical data outcomes, fig-3, 4, 5, 6,7,8, 9, 10 in this figure is shown Indian 

made vaccine efficiency shown overall 100% against COVID-19 and their variants. Indian made vaccine like 

ZYCOV-D, COVAXIN, COVISHILED, COVAVAX, BioNTech SE clinical outcomes is show on their websites 

and different research papers, this all result included in this review paper. 

 

Search strategy and eligibility criteria: 

In this systematic review search on electronic bibliographic databases: PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, and the 

Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. Figure show Detail efficiency of vaccine. In this systematic search 

were applied vaccine efficiency,vaccine protocols, vaccine mechanisms of all vaccines. 

 

To be included in this systematic review prospective or retrospective meet all following topics (1) vaccine approval 

for using clinical trials, (2) vaccine mechanism and their clinical out comes, (3) vaccine efficiency 

 

Protocols: 

India's National COVID Vaccination Program is built on scientific and epidemiological evidence, WHO guidelines 

and global best practices. Anchored in systematic end-to-end planning, it is implemented through effective and 

efficient participation of States/UTs and the people at large. 

 
Fig 2:- Is show Indian vaccine types. 

 

Vaccine: 

The newly discovered RNA beta-strand virus COVID-19 is caused acute respiratory syndrome SARS-COV-2, 

SARS-COV-2 spike protein is bound to angiotensin convert enzyme (ACE-2) and receptor binding site (RBD)[53]. 

The host-transmembrane serine-2 (TMPR552) and the host endosomal cysteine proteases cathepsins B and L 

(catB/L) have hidden a region of the SARS-COV-2 virus's primary protein with glycan. The host receptor exploited 

by SARS-COV-2 was DPP4. This component is crucial for the production of vaccines [16]. 

 

The adjuvant is not present in the new generation of vaccines developed utilizing R-DNA technology. A new 

vaccine is created by combining viral DNA and lipid nanoparticles of the S-protein, two distinct vectors that carry 
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the S-DNA protein's gene to the host cell [5]. After receiving a vaccination, the adaptive immune system creates a 

defense using MHC molecules. 

 

MHC have two type MHC-II is found on APC these compromised b-cells, macrophages and lymph nodes. S-protein 

which is present on cells surface MHC-II molecules and native hapler T-cells (Th-cells) T-cells receptor (TCR) 

complex interact with this antigen leading activation of CD4+ Th-cells, Secondly activation of B7 on APC the CDC-

28 on Th-cells that can recognize S-protein antigens. Vaccine activated CD4+ Th-cells then released cytogenesis 

and interleukin (IL-2) is activates CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells and triggide clonal expansion of B-cells, Lead 

cytogeneses IL-5 and IL-4 promotion of IgG antibodies against S-protein [8], as result increasing immune response 

against virus. Then in second step  MHC-I activates CD8+ native TC-cells through TCR complex interaction with S-

protein expressed in nucleated cells, APCs, and platelets vaccine leads activation IL-2 from activates CD4+ Th cells 

which is lead cytotoxic response against SARS-COV-2 and its variants [6].    

 

RNA cased vaccine: 

Moderna and Pizer NBiotech's BNT12b2 vaccines are m RNA-based vaccines. The end coding of the spike protein 

(S) is present in SARS-COV-2. Consequently, the vaccine produces a particular protein that prompts an immune 

response against the SARS-COV-2 virus. The primary ingredients of this vaccine, which causes the breakdown of 

end codes, are phosphocholine and cholesterol complexed with lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) and polyethylene glycol 

(PEG). 

 

This vaccine is preserved using salt (potassium chloride and monobasic potassium phosphate dehydratase) as a 

buffer and sugar to keep it cool. DNA fragment with immunogen open regarding frame (ORF) connected S' is the 

untranslated region (UTR) and their template on T7 RNA encoding SARS-COV-2 spike protein. Purification of the 

m RNA by vaccine enzymatic addition [17-20]. 

 

BION Tech and Phizer manufactured the BNT162b1 vaccine. At the currently recommended vaccination dosages of 

10, 30, or 100 g, the RBD-binding IgG SARS-COV-2neutrlazation antibody titers seem to be sufficient. SARS-

COV-2 adverse effects of moderna and Phizer Bio NTech (fig 2). Furthermore, m RNA-based vaccinations 

demonstrated excellent effectiveness. 

 

DNA based vaccine: 

DNA-based vaccines are based on hormone and cell-mediated immunity and are created using genetic components. 

SARS-COV-2 translocated into the host nucleus and deactivated transcription and vaccine transcription in the host 

[21]. Mycocytes' immunity is elicited by a DNA-based vaccination given to APC through MHC singling. This, in 

turn, promotes interferon (INF-) production during viral infection within the host, and CD+4 HEPLER T-cells 

generate IL-10, IL-12, and TNF-, while CD4+ creates IL-4. Through DNA vaccination, led expression plasmid 

PGX001, antigene transfer from monocytes to professional APCs significant to cytotoxic T-cells elicits synthesis of 

S protein reactive RBG, IgG, and T-cell response [22-28]. 

 

ZYCOV-D (Zydus Cadila of India): 

The ZYCOV-D vaccine is made in India by Zydus Cadila and is based on plasmid DNA technology. The business 

employed Chimpanzee adenovirus, Moderna, and Pfizer as their vaccines [9]. This vaccination caused a cell-

mediated response that rendered infectious pathogens inert. The endogenous route that the vaccine processes results 

in the activation of B- and T-cell responses. Activated lymphocytes also produce and kill pathogen cells. ZYCOV-D 

is a DNA-containing gene that is reactive due to proper polypeptide folding and produces antigens over an extended 

period. The first round of the studies will take place in 2020 and will involve participants between the ages of 18 and 

55. After the second dosage showed 100% efficiency, the vaccine's efficacy was 66.7% (95% (CI) 147.6-80.7) [29]. 

 

Pfizer and biotech vaccine (Biotech SE (Nasdaq: BNTX), and BNT162b2) 

Pfizer and Biotech administered the first dosage described in fig-3 following the vaccine's successful inoculation in 

38% (29-45%) (Alpha variation), 17% (10-23%) (Beta variant), and 30% (17-41%) (Delta) of asymptomatic 

subjects. The prevalence of symptoms was 27% (13–39%) (Alpha variation), 43% (22–59%) (beta and Gama), and 

33 %(15–47%). (Delta). Hospitalization affects 83% (62-93%) of the alpha, 56% (82%) of the gamma, and 33% 

(15-47%) of the delta. 
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Fig 3:- In this graph pizer and biotech vaccine efficiency during the first dose. 

 

Upon administration of the second dosage, asymptomatic causes showed 92% (90-93%) (alpha), 75% (71-79%) 

(beta), and 79% (75-82%) (alpha) (beta) (Delta). Instances with symptoms 92% (88-94%) (alpha), 88% (61-96%) 

(beta and Gama), and 83% (78-87%) (delta variants). 95% (78-99%) of the hospitalization cases were "alpha," 100% 

(74-100%) "beta," 96% (88-99%) "delta," and 70% (66-76%) (omicron). 96% (89-99%) (delta), 76% (56-86%) after 

the third dosage (omicron) which are describe in fig-4. 

 
Fig 4:- Is describing pizer and biotech vaccine efficiency after given second dose. 

 

The US Food and Drug Administration granted emergency use authorization for the Pfizer and biotech vaccination 

(FDA). Vaccine protection against servers disease is expected to be preserved owing to cell-mediated immunity, 

According to WHO and strategic advisory experts [30–32]. After six months, a second dosage is often 

recommended for individuals who are 18 years of age or older. Pfizer and the biotech business will produce 100 

million doses in July 2020, 300 million doses in mild 2020, 120 million doses in Europe, 40 million doses in Japan, 

20 million doses in the UK, and 34.4 doses in Singapore. 
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Fig 5:- Is describing pizer and biotech vaccine fight against COVID-19 variants. 

 

One dose of this vaccine comprises 15 mcg each of "a nucleoside-modified messenger RNA (modRNA) encoding 

the viral spike (S) glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 Wuhan-Hu-1 strain (Original)" and "of modRNA encoding the S 

glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 [33]". Accroding the clinical trials shown in fig 6 Pfizer and biotech vaccines were 

acknowledged for 16-year-old participants and demonstrated 100% outcomes, particularly for 12–15-year-old 

volunteers who had shown 91% efficacy. Pfizer and biotech are 94% effective in adults aged 16 to 60 ([CI]: 49%–

99%). Pfizer or Moderna vaccines revealed a 94% lower incidence of COVID-19 in those older than 60. typically 

36% by 14 days of dosage 2, 69% between 8–9 days of dose 3, and 44% within 90 days of dose 3.  Pfizer 

experiments show a two-week impact following booster dose administration. According the Bernal et al., [55] 

BNT162b2 shown clinical outcomes for 65 or 75 ages patients shown 95% ((CI)1.23-1.77). 

 
Fig 6:- Is describe over all vaccine efficiency of pizer and Biotech. 
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Covishield: 

COVISHIELD is manufactured in India by serum, and the firm has agreements with Oxford, Axtra Zeneca, 

Codagenix, and Novavax. COVISHIELDTM is a single-vector vaccine made up of a recombinant, replication-

deficient Chimpanzee adenovirus (ChAdOx1) vector expressing the S glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2. SARS-CoV-2 

‗S‘ glycoprotein is expressed locally after injection, eliciting neutralizing antibody and cellular immunological 

responses. SII and ICMR are now conducting COVISHIELD Phase 2/3 clinical trials at 15 different locations 

around the nation. Serum Institute of India Pvt, Ltd. (SIIPL) is the world's largest vaccine manufacturer by the 

number of doses produced and sold globally (more than 1.5 billion doses), supplying the world's cheapest and 

WHO-accredited vaccines to as many as 170 countries [34]. It has finished enrolling all 1600 participants as of 

October 31, 2020. 

 

Clinical evidence shown in figure-7 The COVISHIELD vaccine has demonstrated 63% overall vaccination 

effectiveness and 81% in avoiding severe Covid-19 infections in those who have received all recommended doses. 

(95% (CI): 57%-74%). The recommended vaccine doses at 14 and 21 days are 54% (27%-71%) and 49% (95% CI: 

96.7), respectively. 

 

The recommended dose of the vaccine for the first and second doses is typically 0.5 ml. 90% (N=111 95% CI: 96.7 

NE) effective following the second dosage in participants between the ages of 18 and 64. Studies have revealed a 

75.5% efficacy rate for volunteers up to 64 years old. After two months of full immunization, the COVISHIELD 

booster dosage is administered, and its efficacy is 70–75% [35]. 

 
Fig 7:- Is describe over efficiency of COVISHILED vaccine based on ages. 

 

Covaxin: 

The national institute of virology, ICMR, and BHRAT BIOTECH International Limited collaborate to produce 

COVAXIN. COVAXIN inhibits the virus' ability to multiply within Vero cells. Together with alhydroxiquim-II 

(Algel-IMDG), this has midazoquionline chemosorbed onto aluminum hydroxyl gel, these immunizations help to 

strengthen our immunity.  The inactivated virus with Kansas-based ViroVax's The use isoquinoline class of 

adjutants (TLR7/8 agonists), which changes the T-cell response towards Th1, a T-Helper 1 phenotype, lowers the 

risk of immunopathological induced increased illness and is thought to be safer than Th2 responses against SARS-

CoV-2 [39]. According to Sapkal et al., [56] reported in their studies after given second dose trials patients shown 

hormonal and cell mediated response and whole viron inactivated SARS-COV-2 and who patients have gave two 

dose sown naturalization of their antibody and also increase response of T-cells and B-cells. 
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COVAXIN first-phase studies with vaccination volunteers demonstrate immunogenicity [40]. Second-phase studies 

had positive results [41], while third-phase trials with 25,800 participants in November yielded 81% vaccination 

effectiveness. COVAXIN has given over 4 billion vaccination doses worldwide. 

 

 
Fig 8:- COVAXIN vaccine efficiency based on ages. 

 

NCTO4471519, COVAXIN (BBV152), COVAXIN (fig-9) two dosage completed volunteers with robust 

naturalization antibody response with T-cells,  B-cells Covaxin has shown to be effective against SARS-COV-2, 

alpha, beta, Gama, delta, zeta (B.1.1.28), and Kappa (B1.617.1) viruses [37,38]. The vaccine is made from 

inactivated Vero cells and uses Alhydroxiquim-II as an adjuvant. COVAXIN has a 100% overall efficiency against 

COVID-19. The effective rate against COVID-19 is 93.4%. Generally, the efficacy of a second vaccination dosage 

administered 14 days following the first dose is 78%. Vaccine efficacy versus SARS-COV-2 is 93%, 79% efficiency 

in adult participants, and 68% efficiency in 60-year-old volunteers [42].  

 

Covovax: 

In 40 other nations, the Novavax corona virus vaccine (brand names: Nuvaxovid and Covovax) is used to protect 

against the coronavirus. Spike protein (S), which makes COVOVAX, stabilizes the perfusion conformation. A 

vaccine is a saponin-based matrix-mI that activates cells of the innate immune system to heighten the immune 

response to a particular S protein. One of the immunological reactions to S-protein that B-cells and T-cells elicit is 

the production of neutralizing antibodies. According to fig-9 clinical findings for COVOVAX, immunization 

effectiveness is 95% [44]. 
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Fig 9:- Figure COVAVAX vaccine efficiency based on their ages. 

 

The recommended dose of COVOVAX for volunteers is 5g. Clinical results show a vaccination efficacy of 89.7% 

(75% (CI), 80.3 to 94.6) after 7 days. Clinical trial results showed 95% vaccination efficiency for 60-year-old 

volunteers, and in >18 years and in 18 to 64 years ages 89.7% (95% (CI) 80.2 to 94.6%). Recent analysis has 

revealed 96.4% and 86.3% against B.1.1.7. a dosage increase After three months, vaccination is advised [43]. 

 

Result:- 
The results of all data collecting, including data from academic papers, companies, and Google, reveal that the India 

vaccination is effective against SARS-COV-2 and its variants, including alpha, beta, Gama, delta, omicron, and 

Zeta. Clinical studies have shown that the Pizer vaccine effectively protects children between the ages of 6 months 

to 5 years. Fig-10 described For volunteers/adult patients after the second dosage, ZYCOV-D demonstrated 66,7% 

(95(CI)147.6-80.7) efficiency, whereas Pfizer Biotech demonstrated 94% ((CI)49%-99%). Following the second 

dosage, the efficacy of COVISHILED was 90.3%, COVAXIN was 79%, and COVAVAX was 89.7% (95 

%(CI)80.2-94.6%). In India, the COVID-19 vaccination for older citizens up to 60 years old is 94%, COVISHILED 

75.5%, COVAXIN 68%, and COVAVAX 95% effective. 
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Figure 10:- Is show all vaccine discuses in above part which show in this graph. This graph is show various vaccine 

efficiency following age. 

 

Discuses:- 
COVID-19 has spread around our world at a time when no specific therapy or vaccination is available, therefore 

many people have stepped out and begun COVID-19 preparedness, particularly in India. Other national 

pharmaceutical firm collaborates with Indian company, such as Bharat biotech with the Indian Council of Medical 

Research (ICMR) and the National Institute of Virology (NIV), and Serum Institute of India Pvt Ltd with Oxford 

University, among others. India has created (NYSE: PFE), BioNTech SE (Nasdaq: BNTX), and BNT162b2 

developed by Pizer BioNtech, COVAXIN (Bharat Biotech), COVAVAX (Serum Institute of India), ZYCOV-D 

(Cedilla Healthcare Limited), COVISHILED (Cadila Healthcare Limited), COVISHILED (Cedilla Healthcare 

Limited), COVISHILED (Cadil (Serum Institute of India Pvt Ltd). During all phases of clinical studies, all types of 

Indian vaccines showed good clinical results. 

 

Vaccinations are accessible in a number of forms, including mRNA-based vaccines, DNA-based vaccines, and r-

DNA-based vaccines. In 1990, the first DNA-based vaccination was created and included into the vaccine idea 

[45,46]. The utilisation of a host cell's DNA plasmid as a vector, as well as the inclusion of CpG unmethylated 

sequencing, may boost immune response in this sort of immunisation. Despite the fact that clinical trials using DNA 

vaccines have triggered cellular and hormonal responses as well as demonstrated therapeutic advantages [47-51]. In 

addition to DNA-based vaccinations, there are larger scale, lower manufacturing costs, and superior storage stability 

[52]. A vaccine based on m-RNA is an entirely novel concept. This type of vaccination is made by fusing together 

RNA fragments that end up coding for a protein antigen. A vaccine based on m-RNA improves its stability and 

protein translocation efficiency, which boosts immune response. The mRNA-1273 vaccine, one of the mRNA-based 

vaccines, has demonstrated strong and high efficacy against COVID-19 and its variations. All types of Indian 

vaccines, including as mRNA-based vaccines, DNA-based vaccines, and r-DNA, have demonstrated good clinical 

results in all phases of clinical trials, as discussed below. 

 

(NYSE: PFE), BioNTech SE (Nasdaq: BNTX) and BNT162b2 developed by Pizer BioNtech, this vaccine is 36% 

efficient after the second dosage, 44% efficient after the third dose, and overall 95% efficient against COVID-19 

Capponi et al.,[54] analysis on 5-11-year-old children and demonstrated 90.7% efficiency. Bharat Biotech produces 
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COVAXIN (BBV152), an mRNA-based vaccine that binds to SARS-COV-2 particles that contain RNA and cannot 

be replicated [14]. Clinical outcomes of (SIIPL) A phase 3 research comprising adults aged 18 and older in the 

United Kingdom during the SARS-CoV-2 Alpha variant predominance found that two vaccination doses had a 90% 

effectiveness. Accroding to the WHO advisesery approve the use of CovovaxTM/NuvaxovidTM in anyone under 

the age of 18. According to research, all Indian vaccines were effective against COVID-19 in the final stage. 

COVID vaccination was administered to more than 5.51 billion individuals. COVID vaccination was administered 

to almost 5.51 billion individuals. 

 

Conclusion:- 
In conclusion all Indian manufactured vaccine like ZYCOV-D, COVAXIN, COVAVAX, COVISHILED, 

BNT162b2 all vaccine shown adverse affect against COVID-19 and their varants. In addition to vaccine entering in 

body and increase T-cells, B-cell and boost our immunity, finally Indian manufacture vaccine approval in most of 

country. 
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